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Algiers LED Overbed
ALB Series
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Features

Contemporary LED wall mount senior care overbed light
with a beautiful combination of finish and shade materials.
White acrylic top and bottom diffuser. Provides both ambient
and task light with a four way pull switch, standard (120 volt only).

Construction

The wiring channel is formed from 22-gauge steel and is
provided with mounting slots and wiring access. An internal
divider provides separate lamp compartments for controlled up light
and down light. Fixture can mount horizontally only. Power connections
can be made in the fixture wiring channel or in a standard junction box
(not included).

Finish

Metal finish in satin nickel or oakley bronze.

Diffuser

Linen Acrylic front diffuser. White acrylic top and bottom diffusers.

Electrical

The unit is wired with two UL recognized LED Drivers.
The shorter length fixtures produce 1350 source lumens upward,
and 2700 down, while the longer fixtures provide 1800 source
lumens upward and 3600 down. Four position pull switch
(on up, on down, on both, all off) are standard and located
near the right side of the fixture. LED nightlight with on/off
control pull-switch is included.

1/4" x 3/8"
OBROUND

MC

Lamping

Fixture includes LED modules producing a total of
4050 or 5400 source lumens in 3000K CCT.
Rated for 50,000 hours

MC - Mounting Center

Certification

7/8" KO

D

cETLus listed for damp locations.

H

Options

120-277V universal voltage available
without switch and nightlight.

L

Warranty

Limited warranty: This fixture is free from defects in
materials and workmanship for a period of
5 years from date of purchase.
Specifications and dimensions
subject to change without notice.

Ordering Information:
Satin Nickel
ALB374000L30ENSN-LA
ALB495400L30ENSN-LA

Oakley Bronze
ALB374000L30ENKB-LA
ALB495400L30ENKB-LA

LED Source Lumens
CCT
60W 1350 up/2700 down 3000K
80W 1800 up/3600 down 3000K

L
H
37-1/4” 5”
49-1/4” 5”

D
4”
4-7/8”
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